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Abstract. In this paper, we rst dene the complexication of a real analytic
map between real analytic Koszul manifolds and show that the complexied
map is the holomorphic extension of the original map. Next we dene an anti-
Kaehler metric compatible with the adapted complex structure on the com-
plexication of a real analytic pseudo-Riemannian manifold. In particular, for
a pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous space, we dene another complexication
and a (complete) anti-Kaehler metric on the complexication. One of main
purposes of this paper is to nd the interesting relation between these two com-
plexications (equipped with the anti-Kaehler metrics) of a pseudo-Riemannian
homogeneous space. Another of main purposes of this paper is to show that
almost all principal orbits of some isometric action on the rst complexication
(equipped with the anti-Kaehler metric) of a semi-simple pseudo-Riemannian
symmetric space are curvature-adapted isoparametric submanifolds with at
section in the sense of this paper.
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x1. Introduction
Any C!-manifold M admits its complexication, that is, a complex manifold
equipped with an anti-holomorphic involution  whose xed point set is C!-
dieomorphic to M , where C! means the real analyticity. To get a canonical
complexication of M one needs some extra structure on M . For example,
if M equips with a C!-Riemannian metric g, then so-called adapted complex
structure Jg is dened on a tubular neighborhood Ug (which we take as largely
as possible) of the zero section of the tangent bundle TM of M and (Ug; Jg)
gives a complexication of M under the identication of M with the zero
section (see [15,18]). See [4,5,6,7,15,16,18,19,20,21] the basic facts for the
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adapted complex structure. We denote (Ug; Jg) by MCg . In more general,
R. Szoke ([22]) extended the notion of the adapted complex structure to the
case where M equips with a C!-Koszul connection r, where a C!-Koszul
connection means a C!-linear connection of TM . In this paper, we denote
this complex structure by Jr, its domain by Ur and (Ur; Jr) by MCr, which
is a complexication of M . We shall call a manifold equipped with a Koszul
connection a Koszul manifold. Thus we get a canonical complexication of
a C!-Koszul manifold (as a special case, a C!-pseudo-Riemannian manifold).
On the complexicationMCg := (U
g; Jg) of a C!-pseudo-Riemannian manifold
(M; g) of index , a pseudo-Kaehler metric gK of index  compatible with J
g
which satises gK = 12g ( : the inclusion map of M into M
C
g ) is dened
in terms of the energy function E : TM ! R (see [22] in detail), where E is
dened by E(v) := 12g(v; v) (v 2 TM).
In [10], we dened the (extrinsic) complexication of a complete C!-Riema-
nnian submanifold (M; g) immersed by f in a Riemannian symmetric space
N = G=K of non-compact type as follows. First we dened the complexica-
tion fC of f as a map of a tubular neighborhood (MCg )f of M in the complex-
ication MCg of M into the anti-Kaehler symmetric space G
C=KC. Next we
showed that fC is an immersion over a tubular neighborhood (MCg )f :i of the
zero section in MCg . We called an anti-Kaehler submanifold
((MCg )f :i; (f
Cj(MCg )f :i)h ; i) in GC=KC the extrinsic complexication of the
Riemannian submanifold (M; g). Also, in [10], we showed that complex focal
radii of M introduced in [9] are the quantities which indicate the position
of focal points of ((MCg )f :i; (f
Cj(MCg )f :i)h ; i). Furthermore, by imposing a
condition related to complex focal radii, we dened the notions of a complex
equifocal submanifold and proper complex equifocal submanifold. It is con-
jectured that this notion coincides with that of an isoparametric submanifold
with at section introduced by Heintze-Liu-Olmos in [9]. In [10], [11] and [12],
we obtained some results for a complex equifocal submanifold by investigating
the lift of the complexication of the submanifold to some path space.
L. Geatti and C. Gorodski [6] showed that a polar representation of a real
reductive algebraic group on a pseudo-Euclidean space has the same closed or-
bits as the isotropy representation (i.e., the linear isotropy action) of a pseudo-
Riemannian symmetric space (see Theorem 1 of [6]). Also, they showed that
the principal orbits of the polar representation through a semi-simple element
(i.e., the orbit through a regular element (in the sense of [6])) is an isopara-
metric submanifold in the sense of [6] by investigating the complexied repre-
sentation (see Theorem 11 (also Example 12) of [6]), where an isoparametric
submanifold in the sense of [6] means the nite dimensional version of a proper
complex isoparametric submanifold in a pseudo-Hilbert space dened in [9].
All isoparametric submanifold (in a pseudo-Euclidean space) in this sense are
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isoparametric manifolds with at section in the sense of [8]. On the other
hand, we [14] showed that, for a Hermann type action H y G=K (i.e., H is a
symmetric subgroup of G) on a (semi-simple) pseudo-Riemannian symmetric
space G=K, the principal H-orbits through expG(w)K (w :a semi-simple ele-
ment, expG :the exponential map of G) are curvature-adapted proper complex
equifocal submanifolds (hence isoparametric submanifolds with at section in
the sense of [8]).
In this paper, we shall rst dene the complexication fC of a C!-map
of a C!-Koszul manifold (M;r) into another C!-Koszul manifold (fM; er) as
a map of a tubular neighborhood (MCr)f of M in M
C
r into fMCer and show
that fC is holomorphic and that, if f is an immersion, then fC also is an
immersion on a tubular neighborhood (MCr)f :i of M in (M
C
r)f (see Section
4). Let (M; g) be a C!-pseudo-Riemannian manifold. Next, on a tubu-
lar neighborhood (MCg )A = (U
g
A; J
g) (which we take as largely as possible)
of M in MCg , we dene an anti-Kaehler metric gA compatible with J
g (i.e.,
gA(J
gX; JgY ) =  gA(X;Y ) (X;Y 2 TUgA); rJg = 0) satisfying gA = g,
where r is the Levi-Civita connection of gA and  is the inclusion map of
M into (MCg )A. Note that gA is dened uniquely. We show that, for a C
!-
isometric immersion f : (M; g) ,! (fM; eg) between C!-pseudo-Riemannian
manifolds, fC : ((MCg )A \ (MCg )f :i; gA)! ((fMCeg )A; egA) is a holomorphic and
isometric (that is, an anti-Kaehler) immersion. Next, for a pseudo-Riemannian
homogeneous space, we dene its another complexication as the quotient
of the complexication of its isometry group by the complexication of its
isotropy group, where we assume that the isometry group and the isotropy
group have faithful real representations. Note that this quotient has a natural
anti-Kaehler structure. The rst purpose of this paper is to nd an interesting
relation between two complexications (see Theorem 6.1). The second purpose
of this paper is to dene the dual of a C!-pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M; g)
at each point and the dual of a totally geodesic C!-submanifold of (M; g)
in the anti-Kaehler manifold ((MCg )A; gA) (see Denitions 2 and 3 in Section
7). Next we dene the notions of a complex Jacobi eld in an anti-Kaehler
manifold and a complex focal radius of an anti-Kaehler submanifold and show
some facts related to them (see Section 8). Furthermore, we dene the notions
of a complex equifocal submanifold and an isoparametric one in a pseudo-
Riemannian homogeneous space and investigate the equivalence between their
notions for a C!-submanifold in a pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space (see
Section 9). The third purpose of this paper is to show that, almost all orbits of
the G-action on the complexication (((G=K)Cg )A; gA) of a pseudo-Riemannian
symmetric space (G=K; g) are curvature-adapted isoparametric submanifolds
with at section such that the shape operators are complex diagonalizable (see
Theorem 9.3).
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Future plan of research. We plan to solve both of various problems (for
example, problems for harmonic analysis) in a C!-pseudo-Riemannian mani-
fold (M; g) and the corresponding problems in the dual of (M; g) by solving
the corresponding problems in ((MCg )A; gA).
x2. Basic notions and facts
In this section, we shall recall basic notions and facts. Let (M;r) be a C1-
Koszul manifold and  : TM ! M be the tangent bundle of M . Denote by

TM the punctured tangent bundle TM nM , where M is identied with the
zero section of TM . Denote byV the vertical distribution on TM and by H the
horizontal distribution on TM with respect to r. Also, denote by wVu (2 Vu)
the vertical lift of w 2 T(u)M to u. Let t be the geodesic ow of r and XS
be the vector eld on TM associated with t. Dene a distribution L
r on

TM
by Lru := SpanfuVu ; XSu g (u 2

TM). This distribution Lr is involutive and
hence denes a foliation on

TM . This foliation is called the Koszul foliation
and we denote it by Fr. In particular, if r is the Levi-Civita connection of
a pseudo-Riemannian metric, then we call it a Levi-Civita foliation. These
terminologies are used in [22]. Let  : I ! M be a maximal geodesic. The
image (

TI) yields two leaves of Fr and all leaves of Fr are obtained in this
way. Let  be a vector eld along . If there exists a geodesic variation t in
M satisfying 0 =  and
d
dt jt=0t = , then  is called a parallel vector eld.
Note that  is an extension of the Jacobi eld ddt jt=0t along . If (M;r)
is a C!-Koszul manifold, then there uniquely exists a complex structure Jr
on a suitable domain Ur of TM containing M such that for each maximal
geodesic  in (M;r),  :  1 (Ur)! (Ur; Jr) is holomorphic (see Theorem
0.3 of [22]), where  1 (Ur) is regarded as an open set of C under the natural
identication of TR with C. We take Ur as largely as possible. This complex
structure Jr is called the adapted complex structure. We denote this complex
manifold (Ur; Jr) by MCr and call it the complexication of (M;r). In
particular, if r is the Levi-Civita connection of a pseudo-Riemannian metric
g, then Ur; Jr and MCr are denoted by U
g; Jg and MCg , respectively. Denote
by R the curvature tensor of r. According to Remark 2.2 of [5] and the
statement (b) of Page 8 of [5], we see that, if (M;r) is locally symmetric
(i.e., r : torsion-free and rR = 0) and the spectrum of R(; X)X contains no
negative number for each X 2 TM , then the adapted complex structure Jr
is dened on TM (i.e., Ur = TM).
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x3. Anti-Kaehler manifolds
Let M be a C1-manifold, J be a complex structure on M and g be a pseudo-
Riemannian metric on M . Denote by r the Levi-Civita connection of g. If
g(JX; JY ) =  g(X;Y ) for any tangent vectors X and Y of M , then (M;J; g)
is called a anti-Hermitian manifold. Furthermore, if rJ = 0, then it is called
an anti-Kaehler manifold. See [1,2] about the basic facts for the anti-Kaehler
manifold. For an anti-Kaehler manifold, the following remarkable fact holds.
Proposition 3.1. Let (M;J; g) be an anti-Kaehler manifold and expp be the
exponential map at p 2M . Then expp : (TpM;Jp)! (M;J) is holomorphic.
Proof. Let u 2 TpM and X 2 Tu(TpM). Dene a geodesic variation  (resp.
) by (t; s) := expp(t(u + sX)) (resp.
(t; s) := expp(t(u + sJpX))) for
(t; s) 2 [0; 1]2. Let Y := ( @@s js=0) and Y := ( @@s js=0), which are Jacobi
elds along the geodesic u with _u(0) = u. Since (M;J; g) is anti-Kaehler, we
have rJ = 0 and R(Jv;w) = JR(v; w) (v; w 2 TM) (by Lemma 5.2 of [1]),
where R is the curvature tensor of g. Hence we have
r _ur _u(JY ) +R(JY; _u) _u = J (r _ur _uY +R(Y; _u) _u) = 0;
that is, JY is also a Jacobi eld along u. Also, we have JY (0) = Y (0) = 0 and
r _u(0)JY = r _u(0) Y = JpX. Hence we have JY = Y . On the other hand,
we have JY (1) = Ju(1)(expp)u(X) and Y (1) = (expp)u(JpX). Therefore
Ju(1)  (expp)u = (expp)u Jp follows from the arbitrariness of X. Since this
relation holds for any u 2 TpM , expp : (TpM;Jp) ! (M;J) is holomorphic.
According to this fact, we can dene so-called normal holomorphic coor-
dinate around each point p of a real 2n-dimensional anti-Kaehler manifold
(M;J; g) as follows. Let eU be a neighborhood of the origin of TpM such that
expp jeU is a dieomorphism and (e1; Jpe1;    ; en; Jpen) be a Jp-base of TpM .
Dene e : Cn ! TpM by e(x1+p 1y1;    ; xn+p 1yn) = nP
i=1
(xiei+yiJpei).
Set U := expp(eU) and  := e 1  (expp jeU ) 1. According to Proposition 3.1,
(U; ) is a holomorphic local coordinate of (M;J; g). We call such a coordinate
a normal holomorphic coordinate of (M;J; g). Let v 2 TpM and dene a map
Cv : D ! M by Cv (z) = expp((Re z)v + (Im z)Jpv) (z 2 D), where D is an
open neighborhood of 0 in C. We may assume that Cv is an immersion by
shrinking D if necessary. According to Proposition 3.1, Cv is the holomorphic
extension of v and hence it is totally geodesic. We call 
C
v a complex geodesic
in (M;J; g).
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Next we give examples of an anti-Kaehler manifold. Let (G;K) be a
semi-simple symmetric pair and g = k + p be the canonical decomposition
of g := LieG associated with (G;K). Denote by g the G-invariant pseudo-
Riemannian metric on a quotient manifold G=K arising from the restriction
Bjpp to p of the Killing form B of g. Then (G=K; g) and (G=K; g) are
(semi-simple) pseudo-Riemannian symmetric spaces. Note that (G=K; g)
is a Riemannian symmetric space of compact type if (G;K) is a Riemannian
symmetric pair of compact type and that (G=K; g) is a Riemannian symmetric
space of non-compact type if (G;K) is a Riemannian symmetric pair of non-
compact type. Let GC;KC; gC; kC and pC be the complexications of G;K; g; k
and p, respectively. For the complexication BC (: gCgC ! C) of B, 2ReBC
is the Killing form of gC regarded as a real Lie algebra, where ReBC is the
real part of BC. The pair (GC;KC) is a semi-simple symmetric pair, where
GC and KC are regarded as real Lie groups. Denote by eg the GC-invariant
pseudo-Riemannian metric on GC=KC arising from 2ReBCjpCpC and by J the
GC-invariant complex structure arising from j : pC ! pC (,
def
jX =
p 1X).
Then (GC=KC; J; eg) and (GC=KC; J; eg) are anti-Kaehler manifolds. We call
these anti-Kaehler manifolds the anti-Kaehler symmetric spaces associated
with (G=K; g) and (G=K; g), respectively. See [13] about general theory
of anti-Kaehler symmetric spaces.
x4. A complexication of a C!-map between Koszul manifolds
In this section, we shall dene the complexication of a C!-map between
C!-Koszul manifolds and investigate it. Let f : (M;r) ! (fM; er) be a C!-
map between C!-Koszul manifolds. First we shall recall the denition of the
(maximal) holomorphic extension h of a C!-curve  : (a; b)! fM in fMCer. Fix
t0 2 (a; b) and take a holomorphic local coordinate (V;  = (z1;    ; zm)) of fMCer
around (t0) satisfying fM\V =  1(Rm), wherem = dimfM . Let ()(t) =
(1(t);    ; m(t)). Since i(t) (i = 1;    ;m) are of class C!, we get their
holomorphic extensions hi : Di ! C (i = 1;    ;m), where Di is a neighbor-
hood of t0 in C. Dene ht0 :

m\
i=1
Di

\ (h1      hm) 1((V ))!MCr by
ht0(z) := 
 1(h1(z);    ; hm(z)). This complex curve ht0 is a holomorphic
extension of j(t0 ";t0+"), where " is a suciently small positive number. For
each t 2 (a; b), we get a holomorphic extension ht of j(t "0;t+"0), where "0 is a
suciently small positive number. By patching fht gt2(a;b), we get a holomor-
phic extension of  and furthermore, by extending the holomorphic extension
to the maximal one, we get the maximal holomorphic extension h. Now we
shall dene the complexication fC of f .
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Denition. Let (MCr)f := fv 2 MCr j
p 1 2 Dom((f  v)h)g, where v is
the geodesic in (M;r) with _v(0) = v, (f v)h is the (maximal) holomorphic
extension of f v in fMCer and Dom((f v)h) is the domain of (f v)h. This set
(MCr)f is a tubular neighborhood of M in M
C
r. We dene f
C : (MCr)f ! fMCer
by fC(v) := (f  v)h(
p 1) (v 2 (MCr)f ).
For this complexication fC, the following facts hold.
Proposition 4.1. Let f : (M;r) ! (fM; er) be a C!-map between C!-
Koszul manifolds. Then fC : (MCr)f ! fMCer is the (maximal) holomorphic
extension of f . Also, if f is an immersion, then fC is an immersion on a
tubular neighborhood (which is denoted by (MCr)f :i in the sequel) of M in
(MCr)f .
v
v
0-section=M
Tv(0)M
v
TM
(MCr)f  !fC
TfM
f(M)
f  v
fC(MC)
(f  v)h
fC(v)
0-section= fM
Figure 1.
Proof. First we shall show fCjM = f . Take an arbitrary p(= 0p) 2 M (=the
zero section of TM), where 0p is the zero vector of TpM . We have f
C(p) =
fC(0p) = (f  0p)h(
p 1) = f(p). Thus fCjM = f holds. Next we shall
show that fC is holomorphic. According to Theorem 3.4 of [19], we suce to
show that, for each geodesic  in (M;r), fC   is holomorphic. For each
z = x+
p 1y 2 Dom(fC  ), we have
(fC  )(z) = (fC  )(y( ddt)x) = fC(y _(x))
= (f  y _(x))h(
p 1) = (f  )h(z);
where we note that the tangent bundle TR is identied with C under the
correspondence y( ddt)x $ x+
p 1y. That is, we get fC  = (f )h. Hence
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fC  is holomorphic. Thus the rst-half part of the statement is shown. The
second-half part of the statement is trivial.
Let (fM; er) be an m-dimensional C!-Koszul manifold, F be a Rk-valued
C!- function over an open set V of fM (k < m) and a be a regular value of F .
Let M := F 1(a) and  be the inclusion map of M into fM . Take an arbitrary
C!-Koszul connection r of M . Then we have the following fact.
Proposition 4.2. The image C((MCr)) is an open potion of (F
h) 1(a),
where F h is the (maximal) holomorphic extension of F to fMCer (which is a
Ck-valued holomorphic function on a tubular neighborhood eV of V in fMCer).
Here we shall explain the (maximal) holomorphic extension F h of F to fMCer.
Fix p0 2 V and take a holomorphic local coordinate (Wp0 ;  = (z1;    ; zm))
of fMCer about p0 satisfying fM \Wp0 =  1(Rm) and fM \Wp0  V . Since
F  (jfM\Wp0 ) 1 is of class C!, we get its holomorphic extension
(F  (jfM\Wp0 ) 1)h : D ! Ck;
whereD is a neighborhood of (p0) in Cm. Dene F hp0 : 
 1(D\(Wp0))! Ck
by
F hp0 := (F  (jfM\Wp0 ) 1)h  j 1(D\(Wp0)):
This Ck-valued function F hp0 is a holomorphic extension of F jfM\Wp0 to fMCer.
For each p 2 V , we get a holomorphic extension F hp of F jVp (Vp : a suciently
small neighborhood of p in V ). By patching fF hp gp2V , we get a holomorphic
extension of F and furthermore, by extending to the holomorphic extension
to the maximal one, we get the desired (maximal) holomorphic extension F h.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Take X 2MCr ( TM) and X : ( "; ")!M be the
geodesic in (M;r) with _X(0) = X. Since X(t) 2M , we have F (X(t)) = a,
where t 2 ( "; "). Let (  X)h(: D ! fMCer) be the (maximal) holomorphic
extension of   X in fMCer. Since F h  (  X)h : ((  X)h) 1(eV ) ! Ck is
holomorphic and (F h (X)h)(t) = a (t 2 ( "; ")), we see that F h (X)h
is identically equal to a. Hence we get F h(C(X)) = F h((  X)h(
p 1)) = a,
that is, C(X) 2 (F h) 1(a). From the arbitrariness of X, it follows that
C((MCr))  (F h) 1(a). Furthermore, since dim C((MCr)) = dim (F h) 1(a),
C((MCr)) is an open potion of (F
h) 1(a).
Remark 4.1. Take another C!-Koszul connection br of M . Let ^C be the
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complexication of  as a map of MCbr into fMCer. Take X 2 (MCr) \ (MCbr) (
TM). Then C(X) and ^C(X) are mutually distinct in general but they belong
to (F h) 1(a).
Example. Let Sn(r) := f(x1;    ; xn+1) 2 Rn+1 jx21 +    + x2n+1 = r2g and g
be the standard Riemannian metric of Sn(r). Denote by  the inclusion map
of Sn(r) into Rn+1. Then we have
C(Sn(r)Cg ) = f(z1;    ; zn+1) 2 Cn+1 j z21 +   + z2n+1 = r2g:
x5. The anti-Kaehler metric on the complexication of
a pseudo-Riemannian manifold
Let (M; g) be an m-dimensional C!-pseudo-Riemannian manifold and MCg =
(Ug; Jg) be its complexication. We shall construct an anti-Hermitian metric
associated with Jg on a tubular neighborhood of M in MCg . Fix p0 2 M .
Take a holomorphic local coordinate (V;  = (z1;    ; zm)) of MCg around p0
satisfying M \ V =  1(Rm). Let jM\V = (x1;    ; xm). As gjM\V =
nP
i=1
nP
j=1
gijdxidxj , we dene a holomorphic metric g
h;p0 on a neighborhood of
M \ V in V by gh;p0 :=
nP
i=1
nP
j=1
ghijdzidzj , where g
h
ij is a holomorphic extension
of gij . Thus, for each p 2 M , we can dene a holomorphic metric gh;p on a
neighborhood of p in MCg . By patching g
h;p's (p 2 M), we get a holomorphic
metric on a tubular neighborhood of M in MCg . Furthermore, we extend
this holomorphic metric to the maximal one. Denote by gh this maximal
holomorphic metric.
Notation 1. Denote by (MCg )A the domain of g
h.
Note that gh is a holomorphic section of the holomorphic vector bundle
(T ((MCg )A)
 T ((MCg )A))(2;0)( (T ((MCg )A)
 T ((MCg )A))C) consisting of
all complex (0; 2)-tensors of type (2; 0) of (MCg )A. From g
h, we dene an
anti-Kaehler metric associated with Jg as follows.
Denition 1. Dene gh by gh(Z1; Z2) = gh( Z1; Z2) (Z1; Z2 2 (T (MCg )A)C),
where () is the conjugation of (). Then (gh + gh)jT ((MCg )A)T ((MCg )A) is an
anti-Kaehler metric on (MCg )A (by Theorem 2.2 of [1]). We denote this anti-
Kaehler metric by gA.
Remark 5.1. (i) For X;Y 2 T (MCg ), we have gA(X;Y ) = 2Re(gh(X;Y )).
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(ii) If (M; g) is Einstein, then ((MCg )A; gA) also is Einstein (see Section 5 of
[1]). Hence ((((MCg )A)
C
gA
)A; (gA)A) also is Einstein. Thus we get an inductive
construction of an Einstein (anti-Kaehler) manifold.
Notation 2. For a C!-map f : (M; g) ! (fM; eg) between C!-pseudo-
Riemannian manifolds, we set (MCg )A;f :i := (M
C
g )A \ (MCg )f :i.
For the complexication of a C!-isometric immersion between C!-pseudo-
Riemannain manifolds, we have the following fact.
Theorem 5.1. Let f : (M; g) ,! (fM; eg) be a C!-isometric immersion be-
tween C!-pseudo-Riemannian manifolds. Then the complexied map fC :
((MCg )A;f :i \ (fC) 1((fMCeg )A); gA) ! (fMCeg )A; egA) is a holomorphic and iso-
metric immersion.
Proof. For simplicity, we set (MCg )
0
A;f :i := (M
C
g )A;f :i \ (fC) 1((fMCeg )A). We
suce to show that (fC)egA = gA. Let gh (resp. egh) be a holomorphic
metric arising from g (resp. eg). Since fC is holomorphic by Proposition
4.1, ((fC )C)egh is the holomorphic (0; 2)-tensor eld on (MCg )0A;f :i. Also, it is
clear that ((fC )C)eghjTMTM = feg(= g). Hence we get ((fC )C)egh = gh on
(MCg )
0
A;f :i and furthermore
(fC)egA = (fC)(egh + egh)jT ((fMCeg )A)T ((fMCeg )A)

=

((fC )
C)egh + ((fC )C)egh jT ((MCg )0A;f :i)T ((MCg )0A;f :i)
= (gh + gh)jT ((MCg )0A;f :i)T ((MCg )0A;f :i) = gA
on (MCg )
0
A;f :i.
Denition 2. We call the anti-Kaehler submanifold fC : ((MCg )
0
A;f :i; gA) ,!
((fMCeg )A; egA) the complexcation of the Riemannian submanifold f : (M; g) ,!
(fM; eg).
x6. Complete complexications of pseudo-Riemannian
homogeneous spaces
Let (G=K; g) be a pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous space. Here we assume
that G and K admit faithful real representations. Hence the complexica-
tions GC and KC of G and K are dened. Since geK is invariant with re-
spect to the K-action on TeK(G=K), its complexication g
C
eK is invariant
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with repsect to the KC-action on TeKC(G
C=KC)(= (TeK(G=K))
C). Hence
we obtain a GC-invariant holomorphic metric egh on GC=KC from the C-
bilinear extension of gCeK to (TeKC(G
C=KC))C  (TeKC(GC=KC))C. Set egA :=
2ReeghjT (GC=KC)T (GC=KC), which is also GC-inavariant. Dene a linear map
j : TeKC(G
C=KC)! TeKC(GC=KC) by j(X) :=
p 1X (X 2 TeKC(GC=KC)).
Since j is invariant with respect to the KC-action on TeKC(G
C=KC), we ob-
tain a GC-invariant almost complex structure eJ of GC=KC from j. Then
it is shown that ( eJ; egA) is an anti-Kaehler structure of GC=KC. Also, it is
clear that (GC=KC; eJ; egA) is geodesically complete. By identifying G=K with
G(eKC), GC=KC is regarded as the complete complexication of G=K. Dene
 : T (G=K)! GC=KC by (v) := expp( eJpv) for v 2 T (G=K), where p is the
base point of v and expp is the exponential map of the anti-Kaehler manifold
(GC=KC; eJ; egA) at p (2 G=K = G(eKC)  GC=KC). Note that this map  is
called the polar map in [5].
Remark 6.1. For a C!-isometric immersion f of a C!-Riemannian manifold
(M; g) into a Riemannian symmetric space (G=K; g) of non-compact type, we
[10] dened its complexication as an immersion of a tubular neighborhood of
M in (MCg )f :i intoG
C=KC. It is shown that the complexication dened in [10]
is equal to the composition of the complexication fC(: (MCg )f :i ! (G=K)Cg )
dened in Section 4 and the polar map .
Set e
 := [
v2T?G(eKC)
fexp(sv) j 0  s < rvg, where exp is the exponential
map of GC=KC and rv is the rst focal radius of G(eK
C)( GC=KC) along
v. We have the following fact for .
Theorem 6.1. The restriction j((G=K)Cg )A of  to ((G=K)Cg )A is a dieomor-
phism onto e
 and, each point of the boundary @((G=K)Cg )A of ((G=K)Cg )A in
T (G=K) is a critical point of . Furthermore, j((G=K)Cg )A is a holomorphic
isometry (that is, (j((G=K)Cg )A) eJ = Jg and (j((G=K)Cg )A)egA = gA).
Proof. Let 
 be the connected component of T (G=K) containing the 0-section
(= G=K) of the set of all regular points of . From the denition of , it is
easy to show that v 2 Tp(G=K)( T (G=K)) is a critical point of  if and only
if (v) is a focal point of the orbit G(eKC) along v or a conjugate point of
p along v. Hence we see that (
) = e
 and that j
 is a dieomorphism
onto e
. Now we shall show that j
 is a holomorphic isometry. Let  be a
geodesic in G=K. We have
(  )(s+ t
p 1) = (t0(s)) = exp(s)( eJ(s)(t0(s)))
= (t0(s))
C(
p 1) = C(s+ tp 1);
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where (t0(s))
C (resp. C) is the complexication of t0(s) (resp. ) inG
C=KC.
Thus   (: TR = C ! (GC=KC; eJ)) is holomorphic. Therefore, according
to Theorem 3.4 of [19], j(G=K)Cg is holomorphic, that is, (j(G=K)Cg ) eJ = JA.
On the other hand, it is clear that (j
) eJ is equal to JA on 
. Hence we
have 
  (G=K)Cg . Since (j
)egh is the non-extendable holomorphic metric
arising from g. Hence we have 
 = ((G=K)Cg )A. Hence the statement of this
theorem follows.
0-section= G=K
T (G=K)
((G=K)Cg )A
 !
GC=KC
G(eKC)(= G=K)
Figure 2.
x7. Duals of a pseudo-Riemannian manifolds
In this section, we shall dene the dual of a C!-pseudo-Riemannian manifold
and the dual of a totally geodesic C!-pseudo-Riemannian submanifold. Let
(M; g) be a C!-pseudo-Riemannian manifold. For each p 2M , we set Mp :=
(MCg )A \ TpM and denote the inclusion map of Mp into (MCg )A by p. For
Mp , the following fact holds.
Proposition 7.1. Let expp be the exponential map of ((M
C
g )A; gA) at p
and Dp ( Tp((MCg )A)) be its domain. The above set Mp coincides with the
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geodesic umbrella expp(Tp(M

p ) \D).
Proof. For each X 2 Mp , we get idCM (X) = CX(
p 1) = expp(JgpX). On the
other hand, it is clear that idCM = idMCg . Hence we get
X = expp(J
g
pX) 2 expp(Tp(Mp ) \D):
From the arbitrariness of X, we get Mp  expp(Tp(Mp ) \D). It is clear that
this relation implies Mp = expp(Tp(Mp ) \D).
Denition 3. We call the pseudo-Riemannian manifold (Mp ; pgA) the dual
of (M; g) at p.
The following question is proposed naturally:
Are (M; g) and (Mp ; pgA) totally geodesic in ((MCg )A; gA)?
For this question, we can show the following fact.
Proposition 7.2. The submanifold (M; g) is totally geodesic in ((MCg )A; gA).
Proof. Dene  :MCg !MCg by (X) =  X (X 2 (MCg )A). It is clear that 
is an isometry of ((MCg )A; gA). Hence, since M is a component of the xed
point set of , (M; g) is totally geodesic in ((MCg )A; gA).
Also, we can show the following fact in the case where (M; g) is a pseudo-
Riemannian symmetric space.
Theorem 7.3. Let (G=K; g) be a pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space
associated with a semi-simple symmetric pair (G;K). Then ((G=K)p; pgA) is
totally geodesic in (((G=K)Cg )A; gA).
Proof. We suce to show the statement in case of p = eK(= eKC) (e :
the identity element of G). Let g be the Lie algebra of G and g = k + p be
the canonical decomposition associated with (G;K). Then TeK(G
C=KC) is
identied with pC. Let  be as in Section 6. It follows from the denition
of  that expeKC(
p 1p)  ((G=K)eK). Since
p 1p is a Lie triple system
of pC, expeKC(
p 1p) is totally geodesic in GC=KC. Hence, since j((G=K)Cg )A
is an isometry into GC=KC by Theorem 6.1, (G=K)eK is totally geodesic in
(((G=K)Cg )A; gA).
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Let f : (M; g) ,! (fM; eg) be a C!-isometric immersion between C!-pseudo-
Riemannian manifolds and set (Mp )f := Mp \ (MCg )f . Then the following
question is proposed naturally:
Is fC((Mp )f ) contained in fMf(p) for each p 2M?
For this problem, we have the following fact.
Theorem 7.4. If f is totally geodesic, then fC((Mp )f ) is contained in fMf(p)
for each p 2M .
Proof. Let X 2 (Mp )f . Denote by expf(p) the exponential map of ((fMCeg )A; egA)
at f(p). Since f is totally geodesic and expf(p) is holomorphic, we have
fC(X) = (f  X)h(
p 1) = (f(X))C(
p 1) = expf(p)(Jegf(p)(f(X)))
2 expf(p)(Tf(p)fMf(p) \D);
where X (resp. f(X)) is the geodesic in (M; g) (resp. (
fM; eg)) with _X(0) =
X (resp. _f(X)(0) = f(X)) and D is the domain of expf(p). According to
Proposition 7.1, expf(p)(Tf(p)fMf(p) \D) is equal to fMf(p). Therefore, we get
fC((Mp )f )  fMf(p).
Denition 4. For a totally geodesic C!-pseudo-Riemannian submanifold
f(M) in (fM; eg), we call a submanifold fC((Mp )f ) in (fMf(p); f(p)egA) the dual
of f(M).
Example. LetG=K be a pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space,H be a symmet-
ric subgroup of G,  be the involution of G with (Fix )0  K  Fix  and  be
the involution of G with (Fix)0  H  Fix, where (Fix )0 (resp. (Fix)0)
is the identity component of Fix  (resp. Fix). Assume that    =   .
Also, let G be the dual of G with respect to K and H be the dual of H
with respect to H \ K. Then the orbit H(eK) ( G=K) is totally geodesic
and hence C((H(eK))eK) is contained in (G=K)

eK(= G
=K), where C is
the complexication of the inclusion map of H(eK) into G=K. Furthermore,
C((H(eK))eK) coincides with the orbit H
(eK) ( G=K = (G=K)eK).
x8. Complex focal radii
In this section, we shall introduce the notions of a complex Jacobi eld along a
complex geodesic in an anti-Kaehler manifold. Also, we give a new denition
of a complex focal radius of anti-Kaehler submanifold by using the notion of
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a complex Jacobi eld and show that the notion of a complex focal radius by
this new denition coincides with one dened in [10] (see Proposition 8.4).
Next we show a fact which is very useful to calculate the complex focal radii
of an anti-Kaehler submanifold with section in an anti-Kaehler symmetric
space (see Proposition 8.5). Also, we show that a complex focal radius of a
C!-Riemannian submanifold in a Riemannian symmetric space G=K of non-
compact type (see Denition 6 about the denition of this notion) coincides
with one dened in [9] (see Proposition 8.6). Let (M;J; g) be an anti-Kaehler
manifold, r (resp. R) be the Levi-Civita connection (resp. the curvature
tensor) of g and rC (resp. RC) be the complexication of r (resp. R). Let
(TM)(1;0) be the holomorphic vector bundle consisting of complex vectors of
M of type (1; 0). Note that the restriction of rC to TM (1;0) is a holomorphic
connection of TM (1;0) (see Theorem 2.2 of [1]). For simplicity, assume that
(M;J; g) is complete even if the discussion of this section is valid without the
assumption of the completeness of (M;J; g). Let  : C ! M be a complex
geodesic, that is, (z) = exp(0)((Re z)((
@
@s)0)+(Im z)J(0)((
@
@s)0)), where
(z) is the complex coordinate of C and s := Re z. Let Y : C! (TM)(1;0) be a
holomorphic vector eld along . That is, Y assigns Yz 2 (T(z)M)(1;0) to each
z 2 C and, for each holomorphic local coordinate (U; (z1;    ; zn)) of M with
U\(C) 6= ;; Yi :  1(U)! C (i = 1;    ; n) dened by Yz =
nP
i=1
Yi(z)(
@
@zi
)(z)
are holomorphic.
Denition 5. If Y satises rC
( ddz )
rC
( ddz )
Y +RC(Y; ( ddz ))(
d
dz ) = 0, then
we call Y a complex Jacobi eld along . Let z0 2 C. If there exists a (non-
zero) complex Jacobi eld Y along  with Y0 = 0 and Yz0 = 0, then we
call z0 a complex conjugate radius of (0) along . Let  : C  D(") ! M
be a holomorphic two-parameter map, where D(") is the "-disk centered at
0 in C. Denote by z (resp. w) the rst (resp. second) parameter of . If
(; w0) : C ! M is a complex geodesic for each w0 2 D("), then we call  a
complex geodesic variation.
Easily we can show the following fact.
Proposition 8.1. Let  : C  D(") ! M be a complex geodesic variation.
The complex variational vector eld Y := ( @@w jw=0) is a complex Jacobi eld
along  := (; 0).
A vector eld X on M is said to be real holomorphic if the Lie derivation
LXJ of J with respect to X vanishes. It is known that X is a real holomorphic
vector eld if and only if the complex vector eld X p 1JX is holomorphic.
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We have the following fact for a complex Jacobi eld.
Proposition 8.2. Let  : C!M be a complex geodesic.
(i) Let Y be a holomorphic vector eld along  and YR be the real part of
Y . Then Y is a complex Jacobi eld along  if and only if, for any z0 2 C,
u 7! (YR)uz0 is a Jacobi eld along the geodesic z0 (which is dened by
z0(u) := (uz0))).
(ii) A complex number z0 is a complex conjugate radius of (0) along  if
and only if (z0) is a conjugate point of (0) along the geodesic z0 .
Proof. Let (z) (z = s + t
p 1) be the natural coordinate of C. Let Y (=
YR  
p 1JYR) be a holomorphic vector eld along . From LYRJ = 0 and
rJ = 0, we have
(8:1)
rC
( ddz )
rC
( ddz )
Y +RC(Y; (
d
dz
))(
d
dz
)
= r( @@s )r( @@s )YR +R(YR; (
@
@s
))(
@
@s
)
 p 1J

r( @@s )r( @@s )YR +R(YR; (
@
@s
))(
@
@s
)

:
Assume that Y is a complex Jacobi eld. Then it follows from (8:1) that
r( @@s )r( @@s )YR +R(YR; (
@
@s
))(
@
@s
) = 0:
Let X := a( @@s) + b(
@
@t) (a; b 2 R). Furthermore, from LYRJ = 0 and
rJ = 0, we have
rXrXYR +R(YR; X)X = 0:
Hence we see that u 7! (YR)uz0 is a Jacobi eld along z0 for each z0 2 C.
The converse also is shown in terms of (8:1); LYRJ = 0 and rJ = 0 directly.
Thus the statement (i) is shown. Assume that z0 is a complex conjugate
radius of (0) along . Then there exists a non-trivial complex Jacobi eld
Y along  with Y0 = 0 and Yz0 = 0. According to (i), u 7! (YR)uz0 is a
Jacobi eld along z0 which vanishes at u = 0; 1. Furthermore, it is shown
that u 7! (YR)uz0 is non-trivial because so is Y . Hence (z0) is a conjugate
point of (0) along z0 . Conversely, assume that (z0) is a conjugate point of
(0) along z0 . Then there exists a non-trivial Jacobi eld Y along z0 with
Y 0 = 0 and Y 1 = 0. There exists the complex Jacobi eld Y along  with
Y0 = 0 and rC0z0 (0)Y = Y
0
0  
p 1JY 00 by the existenceness of solutions of a
complex ordinary dierential equation. It is easy to show that (YR)uz0 = Y u
for all u 2 R. Hence we have (YR)z0 = Y 1 = 0, that is, Yz0 = 0. Therefore
z0 is a complex conjugate radius of (0) along . Thus the statement (ii) is
shown.
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Next we shall dene the notion of the parallel translation along a holomor-
phic curve. Let  : D ! (M;J; g) be a holomorphic curve, where D is an open
set of C. Let Y be a holomorphic vector eld along . If rC
( ddz )
Y = 0, then
we say that Y is parallel. For a parallel holomorphic vector eld, we can show
the following fact.
Proposition 8.3. Let  : D ! (M;J; g) be a holomorphic curve. Take
z0 2 D and v 2 (T(z0)M)(1;0). Then the following statements (i) and (ii)
hold.
(i) There uniquely exists a parallel holomorphic vector eld Y along  with
Yz0 = v.
(ii) Let Y be a holomorphic vector eld along  and YR be its real part.
Then Y is parallel if and only if, for any (real) curve  in D, u 7! (YR)(u) is
parallel along    with respect to r.
Proof. The statement (i) follows from the existenceness and the uniqueness
of solutions of a complex ordinary dierential equation. The statement (ii) is
shown as follows. From rJ = 0 and LYRJ = 0, we have rC( ddz )Y =
1
2(r( @@s )YR 
p 1Jr( @@s )YR). Hence Y is parallel if and only if r( @@s )YR
= 0. Let X := a( @@s) + b(
@
@t) (a; b 2 R). From rJ = 0 and LYRJ = 0,
it follows that r( @@s )YR = 0 is equivalent to rXYR = 0. Therefore, the
statement (ii) follows.
Let ; z0 and v be as in the statement of Proposition 8.3. There uniquely
exists a parallel holomorphic vector eld Y along  with Yz0 = v. We denote
Yz1 by (P)z0;z1(v). It is clear that (P)z0;z1 is a C-linear isomorphism of
(T(z0)M)
(1;0) onto (T(z1)M)
(1;0). We call (P)z0;z1 the parallel translation
along  from z0 to z1.
Let f be an immersion of an anti-Kaehler manifold (M;J; g) into another
anti-Kaehler manifold (fM; eJ; eg). If fJ = eJf and feg = g, then we call f an
anti-Kaehler immersion and (M;J; g) an anti-Kaehler submanifold immersed
by f . In the sequel, we omit the notation f. In [10], we introduced the notion
of a complex focal radius of an anti-Kaehler submanifold. Now we shall dene
this notion in terms of a complex Jacobi eld. Let v 2 T?p0M and Cv (: D ! fM)
be the (maximal) complex geodesic in (fM; eJ; eg) with (Cv )(( ddz )0) = 12(v  p 1 eJv), where T?p0M is the normal space ofM at p0 and D is a neighborhood
of 0 in C.
Denition 6. If there exists a complex Jacobi eld Y along Cv with Y0(6=
0) 2 (Tp0M)(1;0) and Yz0 = 0, then we call the complex number z0 a complex
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focal radius of M along Cv .
By imitating the proof of (ii) of Proposition 8.2, we can show the following
fact.
Proposition 8.4. A complex number z0 is a complex focal radius of M along
the normal complex geodesic Cv if and only if 
C
v (z0) is a focal point of M
along the normal geodesic (Cv )z0 (which is dened by (
C
v )z0(u) := 
C
v (uz0))),
that is, z0 is a complex focal radius in the sense of [10].
We consider the case where (fM; eJ; eg) is an anti-Kaehler symmetric space
GC=KC and where the anti-Kaehler submanifold M is a subset of GC=KC
(hence f is the inclusion map). For v 2 (T?
b0KC
M)C, we dene C-linear trans-
formations bDcov and bDsiv of (Tb0KC(GC=KC))C by
bDcov := bC0  cos(p 1adCgC((bC0) 1v))  (bC0) 1
and bDsiv := bC0  sin(
p 1adCgC((bC0) 1v))p 1adCgC((bC0) 1v)
 (bC0) 1;
respectively, where adCgC is the complexication of the adjoint representation
adgC of g
C. If, for each bKC 2 M , b 1 (T?bKCM) ( TeKC(GC=KC)  gC) is
a Lie triple system (resp. abelian subspace), that is, exp?(T?
bKCM) is totally
geodesic (resp. at and totally geodesic), then M is said to have section (resp.
have at section), where exp? is the normal exponential map of M .
Proposition 8.5. Let M be an anti-Kaehler submanifold in GC=KC with
section and v 2 T?
b0KC
M . Set v(1;0) :=
1
2(v  
p 1 eJv). A complex number z0
is a complex focal radius along Cv if and only if
Ker
 bDcoz0v(1;0)   bDsiz0v(1;0)  (AC)z0v(1;0)(T
b0K
CM)(1;0)
6= f0g;
where AC is the complexication of the shape tensor A of M .
Proof. Denote by er (resp. eR) the Levi-Civita connection (resp. the curvature
tensor) of GC=KC and by erC (resp. eRC) their complexication. Let Y be a
holomorphic vector eld along Cv . Dene bY : D ! (Tb0KC(GC=KC))(1;0) bybYz := (PCv )z;0(Yz) (z 2 D), where D is the domain of Cv . Easily we can showerC
(Cv )(
d
dz
)
erC
(Cv )(
d
dz
)
Y = (PCv )0;z(
d2 bY
dz2
). From er eR = 0 (hence erC eRC = 0), we
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have eRC(Y; (Cv )( ddz ))(Cv )( ddz ) = (PCv )0;z(RCb0KC(bYz; v(1;0))v(1;0)). Hence Y is
a complex Jacobi eld if and only if d
2 bY
dz2
+RC
b0KC
(bYz; v(1;0))v(1;0) = 0 holds. By
noticing
RCb0KC(
bYz; v(1;0))v(1;0) =  (bC0  adCgC((bC0) 1v(1;0))2  (bC0) 1)(bYz)
and solving this complex ordinary dierential equation, we have
bYz = bDcozv(1;0)(Y0) + z bDsizv(1;0)
 
dbY
dz

z=0
!
:
SinceM has section, both bDcozv(1;0) and bDsizv(1;0) preserve (Tb0KCM)C (and hence
also (T?
b0KC
M)C) invariantly. Hence, if Y0(6= 0) 2 (Tb0KCM)C and Yz0 = 0 for
some z0, then we have
dbY
dz jz=0 2 (Tb0KCM)C, that is, d
bY
dz jz=0 =  (AC)v(1;0)(Y0).
Hence we have
(8:2) Yz = (PCv )0;z((
bDcozv(1;0)   bDsizv(1;0)  (AC)zv(1;0))(Y0)):
From this fact, the statement of this theorem follows.
Let f : (M; g) ,! (fM; eg) be a C!-isometric immersion between C!-pseudo-
Riemannian manifolds and fC : ((MCg )
0
A;f :i; gA) ,! ((fMCeg )A; egA) be its com-
plexication (see Denition 2).
Denition 7. For each normal vector v(6= 0) of M (in fM), we call a complex
focal radius of (MCg )
0
A;f :i along 
C
v a complex focal radius ofM along the normal
geodesic v (in fM).
We consider the case where (fM; eg) is a Riemannian symmetric space G=K
of non-compact type and where M has section. Let v 2 T?
b0KC
M and z(=
s + t
p 1) 2 C. In [15], we dened the linear map Dcozv (resp. Dsizv) of
Tb0KC(M
C
g )(= (Tb0KM)
C) into Tb0KC(G
C=KC)(= (Tb0K(G=K))
C) by
Dcozv := b0  cos
p 1adgC(b 10 (sv + t eJv))  b 100@resp: Dsizv := b0  sin
p 1adgC(b 10 (sv + t eJv))p 1adgC(b 10 (sv + t eJv))  b 10
1A :
The relations between these operators and the above operators bDcozv and bDsizv
are as follows:
(8:3) bDcozv(1;0)(X  p 1JX) = Dcozv(X) p 1J(Dcozv(X))
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and
(8:4) bDsizv(1;0)(X  p 1JX) = Dsizv(X) p 1J(Dsizv(X));
where X 2 Tb0KC(MCg ). From (8:2); (8:3) and (8:4), we have
(8:5) (YR)z = (P(Cv )z)0;1((D
co
zv  Dsizv ACzv)((YR)0))
for a complex Jacobi eld Y along Cv such that Y0 and r(Cv )(( ddz )0)Y belong
to (Tb0KC(M
C
g ))
C, where (P(Cv )z)0;1 is the parallel translation along (
C
v )z (:
u 7! Cv (uz)) from 0 to 1 and A is the shape tensor of (M; g). Hence we have
the following fact.
Proposition 8.6. LetM be a C!-Riemannian submanifold in a Riemmannian
symmetric space G=K of non-compact type. Then z(2 C) is a complex focal
radius along v (in the sense of Denition 7) if and only if Ker(D
co
zv   Dsizv 
ACzv) 6= f0g, where A is the shape tensor of M , that is, z is a complex focal
radius along v in the sense of [9].
x9. Complex equifocal submanifolds and isoparametric ones
In [10], we dened the notion of a complex equifocal submanifold in a Rieman-
nian symmetric space of non-compact type by imposing the condition related
to complex focal radii. See [23] about the notion of equifocal submanifolds in
Riemannian symmetric spaces. In the previous section, we dened the notion
of a complex focal radius for C!-pseudo-Riemannian submanifold in a general
C!-pseudo-Riemannian manifold. By imposing the same condition related to
complex focal radii, we shall dene the notion of a complex equifocal subman-
ifold in a pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous space. Let M be a C!-pseudo-
Riemannian submanifold in a C!-pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous space fM .
If M has at section, if the normal holonomy group of M is trivial and if, for
any parallel normal vector eld v of M , the complex focal radii along vx are
independent of the choice of x 2M (considering their multiplicities), then we
call M a complex equifocal submanifold. If M has at section, if the normal
holonomy group of M is trivial and if, any suciently close parallel submani-
folds of M have constant mean curvature with respect to the radial direction,
then M is called an isoparametric submanifold with at section. If, for each
normal vector v of M , the Jacobi operator R(; v)v preserves TxM (x : the
base point of v) invariantly and [Av; R(; v)vjTxM ] = 0, then M is called a
curvature-adapted submanifold, where R is the curvature tensor of fM and A
is the shape tensor of M . By imitating the proof of Theorem 15 in [10], we
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can show the following facts for pseudo-Riemannian submanifolds in a semi-
simple pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space. See [3,17] about the basic facts
for pseudo-Riemannian symmetric spaces.
Proposition 9.1. Let (M; g) be a C!-pseudo-Riemannian submanifold in
a semi-simple pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space G=K equipped with the
metric eg induced from the Killing form of g := LieG. Then the following
statements (i) and (ii) hold:
(i) IfM is an isoparametric submanifold with at section, then it is complex
equifocal.
(ii) Let M be a curvature-adapted complex equifocal submanifold. If, for
any normal vector w of M , RC(; w)wj(TxM)C (x : the base point of w) and the
complexied shape operator ACw are diagonalizable, then it is an isoparametric
submanifold with at section.
Proof. Let M be a C!-pseudo-Riemannian submanifold with at section in
G=K whose normal holonomy group is trivial. Let v be a parallel normal vector
eld on M . Since M has at section, R(; vx)vx preserves TxM invariantly for
for each x 2 M . Hence the C-linear transformations Dcozvx and Dsizvx preserve
(TxM)
C(= Tx(M
C
g )) invariantly. Let sv := exp
? sv (M ! G=K) andMsv :=
sv(M), where s is suciently close to zero. Dene a function Fsv on M by
sv!sv = Fsv!, where ! (resp. !sv) is the volume element of M (resp. Msv).
Set bFvx(s) := Fsv(x) (x 2 M). From (8:5), it follows that bFvx (x 2 M) has
holomorphic extension (which is denoted by bF hvx) and that
(9:1) bF hvx(z) = det(Dcozvx  Dsizvx ACzvx) (z 2 C);
where AC is the complexication of the shape tensor A of M , that is, the
shape tensor of MCg and D
co
zvx   Dsizvx  ACzvx is regarded as a C-linear trans-
formation of (TxM)
C. By imitating the proof of Corollary 2.6 of [8], M is an
isoparametric submanifold with at section if and only if the projection from
M to any (suciently close) parallel submanifold along the sections is volume
preserving up to a constant factor (i.e., bF hvx is independent of the choice of
x 2M for every parallel normal vector eld v of M). On the other hand, the
complex focal radii along the geodesic vx are catched as zero points of bF hvx .
Hence we see that M is complex equifocal if and only if (F hvx)
 1(0) is inde-
pendent of the choice of x 2M for every parallel normal vector eld v of M .
From these facts, the statement (i) follows. Next we shall show the statement
(ii). Let M be a curvature-adapted complex equifocal submanifold satisfy-
ing the conditions of the statement (ii), v be any parallel normal vector eld
of M and x be any point of M . Since M is curvature-adapted, RC(; vx)vx
preserves (TxM)
C invariantly, RC(; vx)vxj(TxM)C commutes with ACvx . Also,
RC(; vx)vxj(TxM)C and ACvx are diagonalizable by the assumption. Hence they
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are simultaneously diagonalizable. Hence, for each x0 2 M , there exists a
continuous orthonormal tangent frame eld (e1;    ; en) of (TM)C dened on
a connected open neighborhood U of x0 in M such that R
C(ei; v)v =  2i ei
and ACv ei = iei (i = 1;    ; n), where n := dimM , i and i (i = 1;    ; n)
are continuous complex-valued functions on U . From (9:1), we have
(9:2) bF hvx(z) = n
i=1

cos(
p 1zi(x))  i(x) sin(
p 1zi(x))p 1i(x)

(x 2 U):
Hence we have
(9:3)
( bF hvx) 1(0) = n[i=1

z
 cos(p 1zi(x)) = i(x) sin(p 1zi(x))p 1i(x)

(x 2 U):
Since M is complex equifocal, we have ( bF hvx) 1(0) is independent of the choice
of x 2 U . Hence, it follows from (9:3) that i and i (i = 1;    ; n) are constant
on U . Furthermore, it follows from (9:2) that bF hvx is independent of the choice
of x 2 U . From the arbitariness of x0, bF hvx is independent of the choice of
x 2M . Thus M is an isoparametric submanifold with at section.
According to Theorem A of [14], we have the following fact.
Proposition 9.2([14]). Let G=K be a (semi-simple) pseudo-Riemannian
symmetric space and H be a symmetric subgroup of G,  (resp. ) be an
involution of G with (Fix )0  K  Fix  (resp. (Fix)0  H  Fix),
L := (Fix(  ))0 and l := LieL, where Fix() is the xed point group of ()
and Fix()0 is the identity component of Fix(). Assume that   =  . Let
M be a principal orbit of the H-action on G=K through a point expG(v)K
(v 2 qK \ qH s.t. ad(v)jl : semi-simple), where qK := Ker( + id) and qH :=
Ker( + id). Then M is a curvature-adapted complex equifocal submanifold
and, for each normal vector w of M , RC(; w)wj(TxM)C (x : the base point
of w) and ACw are diagonalizable. Also the orbit H(eK) is a reective focal
submanifold of M .
By using Theorem 6.1, Propositions 9.1 and 9.2, we prove the following
fact.
Theorem 9.3. Let (G=K; g) be a (semi-simple) pseudo-Riemannian sym-
metric space. Then ((G=K)Cg )A is invariant with respect to the G-action on
T (G=K) and almost all principal orbits of this action are curvature-adapted
isoparametric submanifolds with at section in the anti-Kaehler manifold
(((G=K)Cg )A; gA) such that the shape operators are complex diagonalizable.
Also, the 0-section(= G=K) is a reective focal submanifold of such principal
orbits.
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Proof. Since G is a symmetric subgroup of GC and the involutions asso-
ciated with G and KC commute, it follows from Proposition 9.2 that al-
most all principal orbits of the G-action on GC=KC are curvature-adapted
complex equifocal submanifold such that, for each normal vector w of M ,
RC(; w)wj(TxM)C (x : the base point of w) and ACw are diagonalizable. Also
G(eKC)(= G=K  GC=KC) is a reective focal submanifold of such principal
orbits. By Proposition 9.1, such principal orbits are isoparametric submani-
folds with at section. For g 2 G and v 2 ((G=K)Cg )A \ Tp(G=K), we have
(gv) = expg(p)( eJg(p)(gv)) = g(expp( eJpv)) = g((v));
where  is as in Section 6 and eJ is the complex structure of GC=KC. Thus 
maps the G-orbits on ((G=K)Cg )A onto the G-orbits on G
C=KC. Hence, since
j((G=K)Cg )A is an isometry by Theorem 6.1, almost all principal orbits of the G-
action on ((G=K)Cg )A are curvature-adapted isoparametric submanifolds with
at section and their shape operators are complex diagonalizable and the 0-
section (= G=K) is a reective focal submanifold of such principal orbits.
Concluding remark
We shall list up notations used in this paper.
Jr the adapted complex structure of r
Jg the adapted complex structure of g
gA the anti-Kaehler metric ass. with J
g
MCr the domain of J
r
MCg the domain of J
g
(MCg )f the domain of f
C
(MCg )f :i the domain such that f
C is an immersion
(MCg )A the domain of (J
g ; gA)
(MCg )A;f :i (M
C
g )A \ (MCg )f :i
(MCg )
0
A;f :i (M
C
g )A;f :i \ (fC) 1((fMCeg )A)
0@ r : C!-Koszul connection of Mg : C!-pseudo-Riemannian metric of M
f : C!-isometric immersion of (M; g) into (fM; eg)
1A
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